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Hi Polly,
Just wanted to thank you guys from the bottom of our hearts. Every single guest at our wedding said it
was the best wedding they had been too & you guys had a big part to play in that. People are still talking
about how fantastic you were and they weren’t wrong. The acoustic performance in the day was
breathtaking. You chose all the right songs and you made sure the dance floor was never empty in the
evening. You made our wedding day a day we shall never forget and for many others.
I wish you all the luck in the world. You’re all stars!
Thank you so so so much!!
Kirstie & Scott
Kirstie & Scott - Wedding - 25 Sep 2017
Just a short note to say a big thank you to you and Ian for providing the music on Saturday. Our guests
had a wonderful relaxing evening, which is just what we wanted, and we managed to enjoy it as well!
The background music was ideal. We have provided your contact details to some, so many compliments
about Ian’s playing and your lovely voice.
Denise & Colin Reader - Party - 8 Oct 2016
Hello! Just wanted to say thank you from the bottom of our hearts for such amazing performances
yesterday. Polly, your voice is incredible and every single guest commented on how amazing you were.
You went above and beyond to provide fantastic entertainment and we could not have been happier!
Can't count how many guests have said how fantastic you were both acoustic and as a band. I would
recommend you to anyone! Thank you again so much, Chloe & Simon xxxx
Chloe and Simon - Wedding - 1 Aug 2016
Hello! Just wanted to say thank you from the bottom of our hearts for such amazing performances
yesterday. Polly, your voice is incredible and every single guest commented on how amazing you were.
You went above and beyond to provide fantastic entertainment and we could not have been happier!
Can't count how many guests have said how fantastic you were both acoustic and as a band. I would
recommend you to anyone! Thank you again so much, Chloe & Simon xxxx
Chloe and Simon - Wedding - 1 Aug 2016
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Hi Polly,
Just wanted to say another big thank you to you and Ian. Everyone couldn't get over how great you both
were and it was just the perfect mix of music!
Take care xxx
Joanna Gordon - Birthday Party - 5 Jul 2016
Dear Polly,
I would like to say that yourself and Ian were wonderful and truly talented one of my guests said you have
the voice of an angel and we all thoroughly enjoyed listening to you.
I’m sad I didn’t get to listen to all of your sets and said this to my daughter yesterday she made a brilliant
suggestion of having an evening out in Leicester and coming to one of your gigs sounds like a great plan
which I am looking very much forward too.
Very best wishes and see you soon.
Suzanna
Suzanna Fernando - Wedding - 3 Jun 2016
Just a short note to thank you so, so much for last night. We both thought you were brilliant, the dance
floor was busy the whole time and the feedback from guests has been very positive. We'll pass your
details on to any friends getting married in the area in the future!
James Burgess - Wedding - 30 Apr 2016
Dear Polly and the band
I just wanted to say a huge thank you to you and the guys for making my birthday celebration so
wonderful. Everything was perfect, we had such a fantastic memorable evening and everyone thought the
music was amazing.
Beverley - Birthday Party - 27 Apr 2016
Hi Polly, we came to see your Monroe gig on Saturday night in Loughborough.
We thought you guys we're awsome. We booked you for our wedding on September 3rd next year a few
months ago with DG music. We were so impressed with your videos on the Web site and we wanted to
see you live and it was even better. You have such a beautiful voice. I couldn't get "After Glow" out of my
head afterwards I loved it. Really looking forward to seeing you guys again and having your talents at our
wedding.
Thanks so much Abi and Sam xxxxx
Abi and Sam - Wedding - 9 Oct 2015
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Darren and I wanted to send a huge Thank you for playing at our wedding! There are no words to
describe how beautiful your voice is! Every guest commented how wonderful you were and we are truly
grateful you sang for us on the greatest day of our lives! You have pure and raw talent and send you our
best wishes for your future! Much love and appreciation Keely-Anna and Darren. Xxx
Keely-Anna & Darren - Wedding - 24 Jul 2015
Dear Polly & Ian,
Thunga & I just wanted to say a massive thank you for performing at our wedding. The music was perfect
(I blame you for making me cry on the entrance music 😉) and everyone had an amazing time. Thank
you also for learning the songs we wanted...that made the day really special for us. And for lending some
equipment...absolute super stars!!
Lots of the aunts & uncles have been saying how beautiful & wonderful the music was and you were all a
massive hit.
So thank you from the bottom of our hearts we couldn't have picked a better band.
Warmest Regards,
Phil
Phil Dykes - Wedding - 21 Jul 2015
Great singer with a great band. We are still getting many complimentary comments about them, the day
after the event. Polly worked the crowd well and got us all dancing, a difficult feat at a corporate function
on a Wednesday night!
Matthew Stone - BITO - Corporate - 14 Apr 2016
Hi David
Just to say we had a fantastic wedding on Friday. The band were really great and so friendly. they got
everyone on the dance floor from the start. I did thank them on the night but wanted to let you know the
feedback. Audrey
Audrey Douglas - Daughter's wedding - 24 Feb 2016
Dear Polly & Ian,
Thunga & I just wanted to say a massive thank you for performing at our wedding. The music was perfect
(I blame you for making me cry on the entrance music 😉) and everyone had an amazing time. Thank
you also for learning the songs we wanted...that made the day really special for us. And for lending some
equipment...absolute super stars!!
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Lots of the aunts & uncles have been saying how beautiful & wonderful the music was and you were all a
massive hit.
So thank you from the bottom of our hearts we couldn't have picked a better band.
Warmest Regards,
Phil
Phil Dykes - Wedding - 21 Jul 2015
A big thank you to you and Ian. You really helped make my party very special and everyone absolutely
loved you. Thank you.
Ellie Doy
I just wanted to say a massive thank you from both of us for making our wedding day so perfect. Monroe
were just fantastic and exactly what I had hoped you would be. All our guests were wowed by you both
and our wedding day really wouldn't have been the same without you.
Sian and Dave - 12 Dec 2014
Good morning David,
We had Monroe perform for us on Saturday evening. I would just like to pass on my thanks and praise to
Polly and her partner, it was an absolutely fantastic evening and her performance was outstanding.
All our guests had a fantastic time and couldn’t praise the group enough. A very professional
performance.
Thank you also to yourselves for the very smooth service I received, I would highly recommend working
with yourselves again.
Many thanks & regards,
Nigel Lennon
Nigel Lennon - Party - 8 Dec 2014
We just wanted to say a big thank you for making our evening reception perfect. You were amazing.
Mr and Mrs Yeomans - Wedding
Monroe have played for us on several occasions and they have never failed to create a great atmosphere
- they're fun, professional and very, very talented!
Reims restaurant, Quorn
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Booking Monroe was a pleasure from start to finish. They were professional, friendly and even added
tracks to their setlist especially for our event. They sounded fantastic on the night, too!
Mrs Adams - Golden Wedding
What a class act! Polly's voice is just beautiful. We had so much wonderful feedback from our guests,
thank you so much.
Tim & Gayna - 19 Jul 2011
Monroe gave a flawless performance. They were a very stylish and classy addition to our day!
Gary & Jo - Wedding - 29 Jun 2011
Monroe gave a flawless performance. They were a very stylish and classy addition to our day!
Gary & Jo - Wedding
What a class act! Polly's voice is just beautiful. We had so much wonderful feedback from our guests,
thank you so much.
Tim & Gayna - Private Function
Monroe have played for us on several occasions and they have never failed to create a great atmosphere
- they're fun, professional and very, very talented!
Reims Restaurant, Quorn
Booking Monroe was a pleasure from start to finish. They were professional, friendly and even added
tracks to their setlist especially for our event. They sounded fantastic on the night, too!
Mrs Adams - Golden Wedding Anniversary
We cannot thank you enough for making our day even more special. Our guests praised you both for
how amazing you were and my little boy loved listening to Ian's guitar skills.
Thank you for learning our first dance. It was just perfect and I'd love to hear it again. Couldn't
recommend these guys highly enough. Love them.
Jen Langtree - Wedding
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